TEXT: Entertainment, Media, and the Law (3d edition) by Paul C. Weiler
SUPPLEMENT: 2009 Supplement to Entertainment, Media, and the Law

Assignments:

January 13: Text 10 – 78
              Supp. 2 – 10

January 20: Text 78 – 133
              Supp 10 – 18

January 27: Text 134 – 215

February 3: Text 215 - 297

February 10: Guest Speaker: Lisa Moore, Georgia Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts
              Text 310 - 375

February 17: Text 378 -469
              Supp. 46 - 54

February 24: Text 479 – 538

March 3: Guest Speaker: James Trigg, Kilpatrick Stockton
              Text 539 – 612
              Handout: Dastar v. Twentieth Century Fox

March 10: Spring Break – No Class

March 17: Text 612 - 688

March 24: Text 688 - 760

March 31: Text 762 - 843

April 7: Text 814 - 907
April 14:       Text 1001 - 1079

April 21:       Review

This syllabus serves as a guide for the course. As the course progresses, there may be additions and/or deletions to the syllabus.